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Thank you to the Outgoing Zone Directors & Chairman

- Board of Directors Zone 1: George Putnam, CCP
- Board of Directors Zone 4: Ian Shearer, BS CCP LP
Thank you to the Outgoing Zone Directors & Chairman

- Achievement & Recognition Committee: Ronald Matheis, CCP

- Ethics Committee Chair: Victoria Messer, RN CCP MBA
Thank you to the Outgoing Zone Directors & Chairman

- Nominating Committee Chair: Meyyapan Arunachalam, CCP CCT

- Foundation Chair: Ronald Matheis, CCP
Thank you to the 2017 International Conference Planning Committee Co-Chairs

- Emily Saulitis-Collins MHA CCP
- Larissa MV Teresi MS CCP
JECT Case Report Award

- Presented to the Perfusionist who has published an exceptional case report in *The Journal of ExtraCorporeal Technology (JECT)*.

- This year’s winner is:

- Greg Matte for the article “A Modified EXIT-to-ECMO with Optional Reservoir Circuit for Use during an EXIT Procedure Requiring Thoracic Surgery”
The Research Award is presented to the Perfusionist who has published an exceptional article in the *The Journal of ExtraCorporeal Technology (JECT)* on an original research project.

This year’s winner is:

- Donald Likosky for the article “Blood Conservation—A Team Sport”
JECT Technique Award

- This annual award is presented to the perfusionist who has published an exceptional technique article in *The Journal of ExtraCorporeal Technology (JECT)*.

- This year’s winner is:

- Angeleah Ramirez for the article “Multi-Targeted Antithrombotic Therapy for Total Artificial Heart Device Patients”
Award of Excellence

- The Award of Excellence is presented annually to a perfusionist who
demonstrates that work of excellence which best exemplifies
creativity and intellectual honesty in perfusion. This award is
presented for excellence in any area such as education, continuing
education, research, publication or leadership.

Sponsored by: NFP
Award of Excellence Winner:

- Marty Sinkewich
The Perfusionist of the Year Award is presented annually to a perfusionist making significant contributions to the field of extracorporeal technology.

Sponsored by:

Medtronic
Perfusionist of the Year Award Winner:

Ron Angona, MS CCP FPP
Gibbon Award

- The Gibbon award is designed to honor a candidate making a significant contribution to the cardiopulmonary discipline interrelating with the field of extracorporeal circulation.
Gibbon Award Winner

Robert Baker, PhD CCP